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Abstract
Recent evidence suggest that formality improves micro-firms profits in Bolivia.
This gain is only for firms with 2 to 5 workers, while smaller and larger firms
would lose out by formalizing (Mckenzie and Sakho, 2010). However, as much
of the empirical literature on this topic, the estimations are based on strong
assumptions about unobservables. If the returns to formality vary among firms
and these variations influence selection into formality, traditional estimators are
biased (Heckman and Vytlacil, 2007). In this paper we consider these elements to
estimate the heterogeneous effects of formality on firm profits in Bolivia. We find
remarkable heterogeneity in the returns to formality, from -3% to 6%. The group
of firms with positive marginal effects from formality corresponds to those which
are most likely to register. We also approximate and characterize the firms that
benefit from having a formal status. These correspond just to large firms which
work at big scales. These results improve existing evidence in the sense that
heterogeneity here is based on both observable and unobservable characteristics.
Further, the interpretation of the results cannot be just restrained to those firms
which are affected by the instrument.
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Introduction

Contemporaneous empirical findings on the micro-level impact of formality, such as
Fajnzylber et al. (2009, 2011), de Vries (2011) and McKenzie and Sakho (2010), suggest
that formality improves micro-firms performance in developing countries.
This paper presents an empirical analysis of the impact of formality on firm profits
in developing countries by emphasizing the role of heterogeneity in abilities and selfselection in the formality status choice. More specifically, in the estimation we focus
on three aspects in particular. First, returns to having a formal status vary not only
∗
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between those which register and those which do not register but also across firms with
observed and unobserved characteristics in a certain population. Second, firms might
self-select into formality based on their anticipated benefits and costs of becoming
formal: thus firms which benefit the most from registering might be most likely to
register and become formal. Third, firms with higher innate ability are also more likely
to register and tend to have higher benefits. Therefore, following Heckman and Vytlacil
(1999, 2001, 2007) and Heckman et al. (2006), estimations of the impact of a program
without considering these aspects might produce far from straightforward results.
In this paper we illustrate these points through an empirical study of the impact
of having the formal status on firms’ profits in Bolivia, a country with the highest
level of informality in Latin America. Following the report of the World Bank (2008),
according to a productive definition based on worker characteristics and firm size, 77
percent of employment in Bolivia is informal (considering workers in both urban and
rural areas). An additional characteristic of the Bolivian informal sector remarked by
the report is its heterogeneity since it attracts among others, successful entrepreneurs as
well as those disadvantaged in the formal sector. It is important to analyze the impact
of formality in a country with these characteristics. First, given that the benefits from
being formal might not be clear. Second, because the same observed and unobserved
characteristics that explain the magnitude and heterogeneity of this sector may also
explain its benefits for belonging to that sector.
Broadly speaking, this paper contributes to a long literature concerning the economic effects of informality, see Loayza (1996), Schneider and Enste (2000), Maloney
(2004), and Perry et al. (2007) for evidence at the macro level. More precisely this
paper builds on an emerging literature focused on estimating the economic impact of
informality on micro-level firms such as Fajnzylber et al. (2011) and de Vries (2011) in
Brazil, Fajnzylber et al. (2009) in Mexico and McKenzie and Sakho (2010) in Bolivia.
All of them suggest fruitful effects from having a formal status. However, in order to
deal with ability bias, most of the empirical literature on this topic makes assumptions
about the existence of unobserved characteristics or tries to control them through distributional assumptions, like Fajnzylber et al. (2009, 2011). Other authors use proxies
for abilities together with some instruments to deal with selection into formality and
thus identify the impact, like de Vries (2011) and McKenzie and Sakho (2010). Our
approach addresses key implications of the theory in the estimation of treatment effects
and improves existing evidence in several ways. When responses to choices vary among
individuals and these variations influence the choices taken, the so called ”essential
heterogeneity” event, traditional methods to evaluate treatment effects make strong
assumptions and might break down easily. As shown by Heckman and Vytlacil (2007):
the sign of instrumental variables (IV) can be different from that of the true causal effect, matching simply rules out selection on unobservables and regression discontinuity
can identify just local effects. In contrast with most of the empirical literature on this
topic, we use methods that don’t assume that the formality choice is not influenced by
the unobserved determinants of heterogeneity in profits. This approach allows to go
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further in the analysis of the effect of formality in the following ways: i) We can find
whether the profits vary accross firms considering both observables and unobservables,
and ii) we can provide evidence on whether the firms decide their formality status as
if they possess some knowledge of their idiosyncratic return to their decision. iii) We
can estimate the impact of formality without restraining the effect just to those firms
for whom the variation in the instrument affects their decision to register (as restricted
by IV). And, iv) we can approximate and characterize the group of firms for whom the
formal status increases their profits.
Understanding the heterogeneity and the effects of informality in a country with a
large and heterogeneous informal sector is key to design policies. Finding evidence in favor of heterogeneous returns to formality and finding evidence supporting self-selection
of firms into the formal sector based on anticipated profits might imply that policies
designed to encourage business registration, like the SIMPLE program in Brazil or the
simplified business entry regulation in Mexico, are not enough1 : they could increase
the number of formal firms but they might not necessarily result in improvements in
profits for these firms. Aproximating and characterizing the group of firms with positive
returns to formality may provide good information to understand the role of formality,
i.e. when it is useful for firms, and to design more specific policies.
Recently, Mckenzie and Sakho (2010), the paper closest to ours, in an IV framework,
analyze the effect of formality in Bolivia using data from the World Bank sponsored
survey of micro and small enterprises Encuesta de Productividad de Empresas (2007).
They find large effects of registering for taxes on the profits of firms for whom the
choice to formalize is affected by their distance to the tax office. They also suggest
that formality improves profits just for the middle-size firms, while it lowers profits
for very small firms (who are too small to benefit) and for the larger firms (who are
already able to reach a large customer base without formalizing). In this paper we
complement their work and we provide a deeper characterization of the micro firm sector
in Bolivia. Our empirical work finds that: i) there is a remarkable heterogeneity in the
returns to formality among micro-firms in Bolivia when considering unobservables. The
estimated impact varies from around -3% to 6%; ii) firms self-select into formality based
on their idiosyncratic return to their decision. iii) The group of firms with positive
marginal effects from formality corresponds to those firms which are most likely to
register. For the remaining firms the benefits are negative (though not significantly
different from zero), which contradicts Mckenzie and Sakho (2010)’s findings. iv) The
approximate number of firms which benefit from having a formal status is very small,
and their characteristics are those of the firms which work at big scales: large number
of paid workers, major capital, larger clients, etc. These results are estimated dealing
with observable and unobservable heterogeneous characteristics and cannot be just
1

Bruhn (2011) and Kaplan et al. (2006) in México, and Monterio and Assuncao (2007) in Brazil,
have estimated the effect of reforms assigned to encourage formalization, like bureocracy simplification
and tax reduction, on firms’ registration. The evidence presented by these papers support the argument
that these kind of reforms indeed increase the number of registered business.
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considered for those firms for whom the choice to formalize is affected by their distance
to the tax office (as done in IV).
The structure of the paper is as follows. Next section describes the data used,
the characteristics of the sample and provides background information on the Bolivian
informal sector. Section 3 explains the empirical strategy. Section 4 provides the
empirical results. And section 5 concludes.

2

Data and sample characteristics

The data correspond to the sample used in Mckenzie and Sakho (2010).2 This data
comes from the World Bank sponsored Bolivian survey of micro and small enterprises
”Encuesta de Productividad de Empresas (2007)”. The sample includes 469 firms from
the urban areas of the four largest cities in Bolivia (La Paz, El Alto, Santa Cruz and
Cochabamba) and from the six top industries. The sample was stratified across cities
and firm size and it is structured almost equally divided across cities as follows: grocery
stores, restaurants and food sales constitute about 20% of the sample; transportation
of passengers and cargo 20%; manufacturing of clothing from wool and cloth represent
15% of the sample; manufacturing of furniture from wood, 15% of the sample and
manufacturing of clothing from camelid wool the remaining 10%. For more details
about the data and sample characteristics see Mckenzie and Sakho (2010).
To define formality, we follow Mckenzie and Sakho (2010) and consider the concept
that the firms themselves see as defining what it means to be formal: registering for a
tax identification number (NIT). 29% of firms in the sample have a NIT.
[Insert Table 1 here]
Table 1 presents summary statistics of the variables used in this paper divided by
the formality status (having a NIT or not). We also provide p-values for the hypothesis
of difference in means of the variables between these two categories. As can be seen
there are statistically significant differences between the characteristics of micro-firms
between the formal and informal sector. The average education of the owner of firms is
12 years in the formal sector and 10 years in the informal sector. The average number
of paid workers is 4 workers in the formal and 2 workers in the informal. However, 41%
of the formal firms have more than 5 workers whilst just 11% of the informal firms have
more than 5 workers. The tendency changes if we consider self-dependent activities:
14% of the formal firms have no paid workers against 43% of the informal firms have no
paid workers. As can be seen in Table 1, mean monthly profits is 2451.84 Bolivianos in
the formal sector and 1324.7 Bolivianos in the informal one. Figure 2A shows the high
dispersion of profits, especially among the informal firms. Figure 2B similarly shows
the distribution of capital between these two sectors, the larger dispersion corresponds
to the informal sector. However, Figure 2C shows that the number of paid workers in
2
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the informal sector is less dispersed and grouped at smaller values in the graph. These
characteristics may reflect the heterogeneity of the informal sector in Bolivia.

Figure 1: Heterogeneous characteristics.
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The empirical model

We begin with the conventional model to estimate the impact of NIT on firm profits:
ln Yi = α + βN ITi + γ 0 Xi + ui

(1)

where i is a subscript for firms (i = 1, 2, ...., n), lnYi is the observed value of the
outcome variable profits in logarithmic form, α is the intercept, N ITi is a dummy
5

variable representing whether or not the firm i has a tax identification number (1 if
yes; 0 if no), whereas the coefficient β is the profit return for having a tax identification
number. Xi is a vector of variables that influence firm’s profits, with γ as a vector of
coefficients; and ui is the residual term with E(ui = 0). Note that the profits are a
function of the characteristics observed by the researcher and the firm (N ITi and Xi ),
and characteristics unobserved by the researcher (ui ) but probably known by the firm.
These unobserved characteristics of the firm may explain both N ITi and profits, so that
E(ui |N ITi 6= 0), making OLS (ordinary least squares) biased and inconsistent (selection
bias). IV will be also biased even in the presence of relevant and valid instruments in
case firms respond differently to formality and selection into formality is based on these
responses.
To estimate a model with heterogeneous profit returns to having a NIT, we consider
the following model:
ln Yi = α + βi N ITi + γ 0 Xi + ui

(2)

where βi stands for heterogeneous impact effect of being formal, which varies among
firms. The remaining parameters are the same as in equation 1. After the selection of
firms into different formality status the profit profiles for these two categories will be
different and can be expressed as:
ln Yi1 = α1 + Xi0 γ 1 + u1i
ln Yi0 = α0 + Xi0 γ 0 + u0i

if N ITi = 1
if N ITi = 0

where E(u1i |Xi = 0) and E(u0i |Xi = 0). Although a firm may experience two
potential outcomes, in practice only one of them is realized and observed, so it is not
possible to have both ln Yi1 and ln Yi0 for the same firm. Therefore, the two equations
can be combined in a single equation form, which may be rearranged to yield the
parameter of interest:
ln Yi
ln Yi
ln Yi
βi

= N ITi ln Yi1 + (1 − N ITi ) ln Yi0


 1

=
α − α0 + Xi0 γ 1 − γ 0 + u1i − u0i N ITi + α0 + Xi0 γ 0 + u0i
= βi N ITi + α0 + Xi0 γ 0 + u0i
; where:



1
0
0
1
0
= α − α + Xi γ − γ + u1i − u0i

(4)

Note that βi varies across firms when there is observed heterogeneity (γ 1 6= γ 0 ),
or when there is unobserved heterogeneity (u1i 6= u0i ). Since these two components are
different across firms, then βi will be a random variable following certain distribution.
The mean of βi given Xi , i.e. the average treatment effect (ATE) is:


β i = E (βi |Xi ) = E Xi0 γ 1 − γ 0
6

(5)

In addition, the selection model into being formal can be specified as the following
decision rule: if the expected benefit of being formal is larger than the expected benefit the firm expects to obtain in case of remaining informal, then it will choose the
formal status. Letting N ITi∗ denote the difference in benefits between the two levels of
formality, the selection model is:
N ITi∗ = Zi0 λ − νi
N ITi = 1 [N ITi∗ > 0]

(6)
(7)

where Zi and vi are observed and unobserved factors determining formal status
choice, E(νi ) = 0, also (νi ⊥ Zi )|Xi i.e. νi is independent of Zi given Xi , and 1 (·) is an
indicator function such that N ITi = 1(or 0) in case the firm chooses being formal (informal), so that its net benefit of having a NIT, N ITi∗ , is positive(negative). Therefore
the choice probability is given by:
P (Zi ) = Pr(N ITi = 1|Zi ) = Pr(Zi0 λ > νi ) = Fv (Zi0 λ)

(8)

where Fv is the distribution of νi which is assumed to be continuous. We can now
write the selection model as
N ITi = 1 [Zi0 λ > νi ] = 1 [Fv (Zi0 λ) > Fv (vi )] = 1 [P (Zi ) > uN IT i ]

(9)

where uN IT i represents all the firm’s unobservable heterogeneity which influences
the formality decision. It is uniformily distributed [0,1] by construction, see Heckman
and Vytlacil (1999). Then, the decision of whether to get a NIT or not for a firm i is
determined by the comparison of the observed heterogeneity P (Zi ) with the unobserved
heterogeneity uN IT i . The smaller uN IT i , the more likely it is that the firm gets a NIT.
In order to better understand the distribution of treatment effects in the population,
Heckman and Vytlacil (1999, 2001, 2007) and Heckman et al. (2006), show that it
is possible to identify the impact of treatment when responses to choices vary among
individuals and these variations influence choices taken, with marginal treatment effects
(MTE) via the local instrumental variables estimator (LIV).
We build on Heckman and Vytlacil (1999, 2001, 2007) and estimate the MTE for
our micro-level firms data. The MTE can be defined as the average gain to firms which
are indifferent between being formal or informal given observed characteristics (Xi ) and
unobservable heterogeneity (uN IT i ).


M T E = E (ln Yi1 − ln Yi0 )|Xi , uN IT i = E [(βi )|Xi , uN IT i ]





M T E = α1 − α0 + Xi0 γ 1 − γ 0 + E u1i − u0i |Xi , uN IT i

(10)
(11)

Since uN IT i = Fv (vi ) i.e. unit uniform normalized, different values of uN IT i correspond to different quantiles of vi . Thus, by tracing MTE over uN IT i values we show how
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the impact of formality varies with different quantiles of the unobserved component of
the formality choice. Hence, we can determine the size and sign of the profit return to
formal status for each firm, identified by the quantile of the unobserved component of
the formality selection uN IT i .
The first step in the estimation of the MTE is to estimate the propensity score or
probability of choosing formal status, P (Zi ) = Pr(N ITi = 1|Zi ). Here we assume νi
is normally distributed so that Fv (Zi0 λ) = Φ(Zi0 λ) and thus we estimate P (Zi ) using a
probit model (Φ represents the cumulative distribution function of a standard normal
random variable). The predicted values of the propensity score Pb(Zi ) allow us to define
the values of uN IT i over which the MTE is identified. The identification of the MTE
depends strongly on the support of the propensity score, see Heckman and Vytlacil
(2001).
Next, we consider three approaches to estimate MTE under essential heterogeneity.
i) The parametric approach of the MTE under the assumption of joint normality for
the error terms (u1i , u0i , vi ) ∼ N (0, Σ), (Σ represents the variance and covariance matrix
of the trivariate standard normal distribution). Heckman et al. (2006) show that under
this parametric assumption, the MTE can be written as:




σv,u1 − σv,u0
1
0
0
1
0
Φ−1 (uN IT i )
(12)
M T E = α − α + Xi γ − γ +
σv
Where σv,u1 is the covariance between v and u1 , σv,u0 is the covariance between v
and u0 , and σv is the standar deviation of v.
ii) The semiparametric approach based on the local instrumental variable (LIV)
which relies on the fact that the mean outcome Yi depends on the propensity score
so that it serves as a local instrumental variable. Heckman and Vytlacil (1999, 2001,
2007) show that if we take the rate of change of the expected value of the outcome
with respect to the probability of receiving treatment evaluated at a particular value
of uN IT = 1 − P (Z), all conditional on X, the MTE can be identified:

LIV
LIV

∂E [Y |X, P (Z)]
|uN IT =1−P (Z)
∂P (Z)


= E (ln Yi1 − ln Yi0 )|Xi , uN IT i = 1 − P (Zi ) = M T E

=

iii) The semiparametric approach based on a local instrumental variable but allowing
the utilization of local polynomials of order two to approximate the nonlinear structure
of the propensity score in E[Y |X, P (Z)] .

3.1

Specification of the model

The specification of the model is similar to that of Mckenzie and Sakho (2010), with
some minor changes. We decided to hold this specification since it is a complete one
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and consistent with both the additon of new variables and the reduction of controls.
Additional checkings corroborated these results. The set of control variables included
in the vector Xi in equation (2) are the following: as firm owner controls we use age
of the owner, a dummy stating his gender, a dummy for marital status, and a dummy
for the use of indigenous language, and years of education of the owner. To control
for owner’s ability we use years of mother’s education, an entrepreneurial self-efficacy
index constructed (by principal components) from ten questions intended to measure
the self-assessed ability to perform certain tasks. And three dummies to account for
the motivations of running a business: entering their activity to care family, for flexible
hours and for business growth reasons. To control for family background, a dummy
stating whether or not their father was a business owner is included. To control for
wealth, a childhood poverty index constructed on questions related to mother’s education, questions about the type of floor their house had as a child and the frequency with
which they didn’t have enough to eat as a child. To control for firm characteristics we
make use of the variables years of age of the firm, the log of the distance to city center,
the average tax enforcement rates for the city*industry, the average tax enforcement
rate for 1 km radius around the firm, the number of paid workers and the log of capital stock. It is also included in the specification industrial sector dummies and city
dummies3 .
The logarithm of distance to the tax office is used as instrumental variable to predict firms’ probability of attaining a formal status. This variable proxies the time
and information costs of registering. To qualify as excluded restriction, this variable
must explain formality status, and must affect profits only indirectly by affecting the
likelihood of being formal. Note that location controls are added to the specification.
The instrument is a significant predictor of formality choice (p=0.000), and the weak
instrument F-test (13.4) satisfies the rule of thumb of Stock and Yogo (2005) making
the instrument relevant for our purposes. While we cannot verify the orthogonality
condition empirically, there are good reasons for assuming that the distance to the tax
office is a valid instrument for our study, see Mckenzie and Sakho (2010) for additional
checkings of this instrument.

4

Results

The core analysis of our work involves three stages. In the first stage, we estimate the
marginal treatment effects of formality on firms’ profits. These estimations will allow
3
The minor changes mentioned above are as follows: We use the number of years of mothers’
education instead of two dummies (no education, and more than 9 years of education). We joint the
categories 5 to 10 workers and more than 10 workers to just one dummy stating more than 5 workers.
And we use as age of firms the number of years instead of a dummy less than 3 years. We proceed
in this way in order to avoid the number of categorical variables which may give rise to problems in
the estimation of the MTEs. The inclusion of these variables don’t change in absolute the results in
Mckenzie and Sakho (2010).
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us to identify the impact of formality by considering firms’ observed and unobserved
characteristics which self-select them into formality based on heterogeneous returns. In
addition, it will provide evidence on whether firms self select into a formal status or
not based on idiosyncratic returns or not. In the second stage, based on the first stage
results, we approximate the firms which are improving their profits from registering for
taxes. Based on these approximations we ask what are the characteristics of the firms
that benefits in terms of profits from getting formal and bring up a comparative analysis
with respect to those firms which don’t display benefits from formality. Finally, in the
third stage, we inquire about the most feasible channel through which being formal
might bring up benefits in terms of profits in a country like Bolivia: gaining new
clients. The role of enforcement is alzo analyzed.

4.1

Firms marginal treatment effects

In order to obtain the MTEs, we begin with the estimation of the probability of being
formal as a function of all covariates and the instrument described in section 3.1. A
probit model is used. Figure 2 depicts the distribution of the predicted probability
separately for firms which choose to be formal and those which choose to be informal.
It also illustrates the common support, which is identified as the region where a positive
density for both sub-samples is found and covers almost the full unit interval [0.03; 0.91].
Observations below or above these limits are trimmed so the analysis is restricted to
the common support.

Figure 2: Distribution of the propensity score.
Before estimating the parameters of interest we follow Heckman et al. (2006) and
implement a simple test for selection on profits. We explore the absence of essential
heterogeneity (β is uncorrelated with N IT ) by testing the linearity of the conditional
10

expectation of firms’ profits in terms of the propensity score, E [Yi |Xi , P (Zi )]. We
proceed with the test by regressing profits on all covariates, their interactions with the
propensity score and a polynomial of order higher or equal than 1 on the propensity
score. After, whether the coefficients on the polynomial terms are jointly equal to
zero are tested. Not rejection would imply constant treatment effects. We find that
the quadratic term of the polynomial is significant (p-value=0.06), arguing in favor of
MTEs varying with uN IT .

Figure 3: Figure 3 Heterogeneous effects.
We now proceed to estimate the marginal treatment effects. Figure 1 plots the
estimated MTEs as a function of the unobserved component in the formality choice
equation (uN IT ), along with their 90% confidence bands with standard errors estimated
through 200 bootstrap replicates. By using any of the three approaches described in
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section 3, the MTE declines as firms’ unobserved heterogeneity increases. That is, for
small values of uN IT , representing firms with latent characteristics that make them
most likely to be formal, the MTE is significantly positive: they have higher marginal
profit returns to having a formal status. Note that this effect corresponds to a small
subpopulation of firms, as positive profits disappears for the middle and large values of
uN IT (' 0.2), where MTE takes negative values although it is not significantly different
from zero. This implies that an important subpopulation of firms, those which don’t
have the characteristics to be most likely formal, have no returns to being formal. The
magnitude of the heterogeneity in returns is considerable: marginal profits vary from
6% for low uN IT firms to -3% for high uN IT firms which would lose from getting the
formal status.
The negative slope of the MTE provides evidence that the benefits from formality are heterogeneous, and that firms self-select into formality based on them. Firms
choose the formal status in which they have comparative advantage. That is, firms voluntarily choose, in function of observed and unobserved characteristics, to operate in
the formal or the informal sector on the basis of rational calculations, by weighing the
various (heterogenous) costs and benefits associated with operating formally or informally. Taking into account this fact, we find that there is a subpopulation of firms that
benefit from registering for taxes (approximately firms with a high propensity score)
and a subpopulation of firms that might have negative profit effects for registering for
taxes (approximately firms withouth a high propensity score). In next section we define
the characteristics of these two groups to inquire what kind of firms may benefit from
becoming formal and what kind of firms may not.

4.2

Who benefits from having a NIT?

Analysis from last section suggest that firms rationally decide to register or not based
on their heterogeneous expected benefits. Therefore, firms for whom having a NIT is
useful will most likely become formal. Last section also showed that the firms with the
highest probability of choosing the formal status improve their profits when registering
for tax. It corresponds to uN IT / 0.2 approximately. In the estimation of the MTE,
it is possible to identify returns at all quantiles of uN IT within the support of the
distribution of P (Zi ). Hence we can determine which firms (identified by the quantile
of the unobserved component of the decision to register, uN IT ) are having positive
or negative returns by a marginal change in P (Zi ). Following Heckman and Vytlacil
(2001), the MTE for values of uN IT close to zero is the average effect for firms with
unobservable characteristics that make them the most inclined to participate in the
program (NIT = 1). The MTE for values of uN IT close to one is the average treatment
effect for individuals with unobserved characteristics that make them the least inclined
to participate. Since uN IT is unobserved, we can roughly identify the firms with M T E >
0 as those firms with higher values of the propensity score (many concepts of higher
propensity score are considered). Thus, we can analyze the characteristics of the firms
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likely with positive profits compared to the firms likely without profits from formality.
In this section we compare the following characteristics: In panel A of Table 2 we
describe firm characteristics like capital stock, firm size, the percentage of sales to
large clients (more than 20 employes, multinationals and government), and a group of
variables specifying the obstacles these firms face to the performance and growth of their
activities. In panel B the characteristics we consider are proxies for the expected benefits
of formalization. Following Perry et al. (2007), the main advantages of formality are: i)
The possibility of gaining new clients proxied by a dummy of whether the firm is facing
or not problems about market size and about the inability to reach new customers. The
level of monthly sales, the proportion of tax receipts issued and the proportion of large
clients. ii) The possibility of expanding operations proxied by a dummy stating if the
firm expects to stay in the same activity in 5 years, a variable stating the number of paid
workers the firm expects to hire in 5 years and a dummy of whether the firm invested
in capital. iii) The possibility of of improving access to credits, proxied by a dummy
of whether the firm obtained a credit or not and a dummy stating if obtaining a credit
is an obstacle for the firm’s growth. iv) The possibility of using contract enforcement
mechanisms, proxied by a dummy of whether the inability to enforce contracts is a
problem for the firm. And v) the possibility to comply with law and avoid the risk
of being punished, proxied by variables measuring enforcement such as the average
tax enforcement rates for the city*industry, the average tax enforcement rate for 1 km
radius around the firm, the number of visits by government inspectors and a dummy
stating whether the firm was visited or not. We thus ask, for example, considering the
first proxy of the category gaining new clients, do the firms likely with positive benefits
from formality have less market problems than the firms likely without benefits?. This
descriptive analysis might give us some hints about the mechanims through which
formality is increasing profits in these firms. A complementary analysis is carried out
in next section.
Let W represent a vector of the characteristics explained above. In order to see how
W varies with the propensity score, we first estimate the average of these characteristics at each decile of the propensity score: E[W |P (X, Z)decil ]; last deciles would have to
represent different behavior in W than remaining deciles to give account of dissimilar
characteristics. We also estimate the average of W over higher values of the propensity
score: E[W |1 (P (X, Z) ≥ ϕ)], where ϕ = 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, respectively. Here categories
with 1 (P (X, Z) ≥ ϕ) would have to exhibit significant different values in W than their
counterpart categories. Table 2 presents the results of OLS regressions and robust standar errors of the characteristics W on the measures of the propensity score. Columns 1
to 7 displays the coeficients for each decile of the propensity score; the decile containing
the median is the base category. And columns 8 to 13 displays the coefficients for the
dummies representing the continuum of higher values of the propensity score.
[Insert Table 2 here]
As can be seen, panel A shows that firms with higher values of the propensity score
have also significantly greater average capital stock, larger average size in terms of the
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number of paid workers, greater proportion of sales to big clients, and they are also more
efficient in their management considering the higher levels of the average selfefficacy
index and the proportion of firms who use business accountability. When analyzing the
obstacles these firms face to the performance and growth of their activities, it can be seen
that firms with higher propensity score identify as problems for their business the lack of
qualified workers, the rigidity of labor market (labor legislation), lack of infrastructure,
higher level of taxes, economic instability, and the monopoly of suppliers.Whereas firms
without higher propensity score don’t consider these aspects as obstacles. Overall these
results suggest that some characteristics may make the firms suitable to improve their
profits when having a NIT. Panel A suggests that the firms who likely are benefitting
from having a NIT are those who work at big scales with a performance close to that
of an entrepreneur.
These results differ from those presented in Mckenzie and Seynabou (2010). In their
heterogeneous analysis based on observables they explore different effects of having a
NIT by firm size. Their results suggest that being formal is associated to lower profits
for small and large firms and to positive profits for mid-sized firms. Whereas here we
obtain that the largest firms are associated with positive profits from being formal.
The results presented in this paper provide better insights about the heterogeneous
impact of formality for the following reasons: i) If selection into formality is based
on observables, like in Mckenzie and Seynabou (2010), the LATE will estimate the
impact just for those firms for which distance to the tax office influences their formality
status. Whereas here the results are not restrained to this unknown group of firms
but they are interpretable for the sample at all. This is because the MTE is identified
over the support of the propensity score, see Heckman and Vytlacil (2007). ii) Since
firms are heterogeneous, other unobserved reasons may also explain selection. And
neither propensity score matching nor instrumental variables are unbiased in presence
of essential heterogeneity. iii) When splitting the sample by firm size, the instrument
used in their IV estimations turns out weak for the subpopulations considered, making
the conclusions about heterogenity questionable due to the presence of bias in these
estimations.
Panel B of Table 2 shows that firms with higher values of the propensity score are
also firms with less problems about market size and about the possibility to reach new
customers, they are also firms with higher average levels of monthly sales, and with
greater proportion of tax receipts issued. These results suggest that those firms which
likely benefit from having a NIT have better performance in market than those firms
which likely don’t benefit. Remember that this first group of firms have also higher
proportions of large clients. However, monthly sales and the issue of tax receipts may
simply reflect the large scale operations of these firms, moreover the issuing of tax
receipts may display just the commitment of registered firms since by law they must
issue a receipt for every sale they hold. These aspects are dealt in next section. Panel
B also shows that the variables proxying enforcement have higher averages at greater
values of the propensity score. That is, firms with higher values of the propensity
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score are also firms that have large average number of visits from the government’s
functionaries to control either their legal profile status or the issuing of tax receipts. In
addition, note that these group of firms also consider the payment of taxes as an obstacle
for their growth. These results may reflect a high level of enforcement toward formal
firms to accomplish the law and pay taxes. However, Panel B also suggests that there
are not significant differences in the average characteristics over the propensity score
when the proxies for expected operations, access to credits, and contract enforcement
requirements are considered.
These results, that are analized in next section, suggest that firms which benefit
from formality have better market performance than the firms without effect from
formality. Similar features were highlighted by Mckenzie and Sakho (2010) who suggest
that having a NIT results in higher sales, and a greater likelihood of issuing tax receipts.
They also find no effect on the use of credit together with a sizeable but not significant
effect in lowering the costs of corruption.

4.3

Does formality allow to attract more customers?

Last section suggest that there are significative differences in the average of sales and
market performance between the firms which are likely improving their profits and the
firms which are likely not doing it. In this section we try to explore this mechanism.
26% of the firms with NIT consider the main benefit from formality as the possibility
to attract more customers. Whereas 67% think that the main benefit is to avoid fines,
bribes and to comply with law. These results may suggest, in addition to the market
channel, the existence of a hidden effect coming from the desire to avoid additional and
unnecessary legal (fines) and illegal (bribes) costs from either not having a NIT or not
issuing tax receipts.
To test for these two effects Table 3 shows 2SLS and Maximum Likelihood estimations of the following dependent variables: i) In Panel A the proxies considered are the
logarithm of sales in February, a dummy stating whether the firm sells to large clients
(firms with more than 20 employes, multinationals and government), and a dummy
stating whether the firm considers an obstacle for their growth the size of the market
and the inability to reach new clients. ii) In Panel B the variables considered are the
local tax enforcement, the average tax inspection in city*industry, the number of visits
the firm received during last year from SIN employees, and a dummy for whether the
firm was visited for a SIN employee or not. In both Panels these variables are regressed
as a function of the dummy having a NIT, the complete set of controls explained in
section 3.1, and additional controls to be sure the effect is not coming from the scale of
their operations.
[Insert Table 3 here]
Panel A features that having a NIT improves the level of sales, even after controling
for the size of the operations of the firm. The effect of having a NIT is not significative
on the variables working with large clients and market size as a problem for business
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growth. However, unobserved heterogenity of the firms may induce them to self-select
into formality or not based on an analysis of their level of sales, or their market problems.
Then, marginal treatment effect were estimated for these variables to deal with this
source of bias, and the results shows that there is not heterogeneity in the effect of
NIT on the level of sales and the market size problems. These results suggest that
formality may increase the level of sales but this effect is not big enough as to improve
the likelihood of reaching large clients, or to reduce market size problems as an obstacle
for the firms’ growth.
Panel B shows that even after controlling for the scale of the operations, having a
NIT increases the level of enforcement firms receive from government officials to control
for tax issues. In addition, it also increases concerns about the payment of taxes. As
stated below, the level of enforcement and control for registered firms are very high. In
average a registered firm receive 3.7 visits per year against 0.5 visits of an unregistered
firm. Marginal treatment effects suggest that there is no heterogeneity in the effects of
formality on enforcement. Once a firm registers at SIN, it is exposed to be controled
by officials to comply with law.

5

Conclusions

Firms respond differently to formality. This differential response might be based on
unobserved characteristics (unobserved heterogeneity). When the formality choice is
based on characteristics that determine this heterogeneity, the so called essential heterogeneity event, some bias might arise in the estimation of the impact of formality.
In this paper we illustrate these points through an empirical study of the impact of
having the formal status on firm profits in Bolivia, a country with the highest level of
informality in Latin America. Recently, Mckenzie and Sakho (2010) estimate this effect
in Bolivia, they find large effects of registering for taxes on the profits of firms for whom
the choice to formalize is affected by their distance to the tax office. They also suggest
that formality improves profits just for the middle-size firms, while it lowers profits for
very small firms (who are too small to benefit) and for the larger firms (who are already
able to reach a large customer base without formalizing). In this paper we complement
their work and we provide a deeper characterization of the micro firm sector in Bolivia.
Our empirical work finds that: i) there is a remarkable heterogeneity in the returns to
formality among micro-firms in Bolivia when considering unobservables. The estimated
impact varies from around -3% to 6%; ii) firms self-select into formality based on their
idiosyncratic return to their decision. iii) The group of firms with positive marginal
effects from formality corresponds to those firms which are most likely to register. For
the remaining firms the benefits are negative (though not significantly different from
zero). iv) The approximate number of firms which benefit from having a formal status
is very small, and their characteristics are those of the firms which work at big scales:
large number of paid workers, major capital, larger clients, etc. These results are es-
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timated dealing with observable and unobservable heterogeneous characteristics and
cannot be just considered for those firms for whom the choice to formalize is affected
by their distance to the tax office (as done in IV).
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Table 1: Summary statistics
NIT=1
NIT=0
Variables
n
mean sd
n
mean sd
Female
134 0,43
0,50 335 0,53
0,50
Age
133 43,50 12,28 332 41,40 11,98
Married
134 0,72
0,45 335 0,66
0,47
Indigenous language
134 0,25
0,43 335 0,33
0,47
Education owner (years)
134 12,03 4,27 335 9,85
4,41
Education mother (years)
128 5,01
6,49 317 3,71
6,66
Selfefficacy Index
134 0,45
1,84 335 -0,18
1,96
To care family
134 0,54
0,50 335 0,66
0,48
For flexible hours
134 0,54
0,50 335 0,59
0,49
For business growth
134 0,75
0,43 335 0,65
0,48
Childhood poverty index
134 -0,32
1,51 335 0,13
1,40
Father was a business owner
134 0,39
0,49 335 0,33
0,47
Distance city
134 0,81
0,69 335 1,01
0,74
Distance tax office (SIN)
134 0,63
0,91 335 1,07
0,66
Average tax inspection rate
134 0,39
0,15 335 0,32
0,17
Tax inspection rate 1 Km
131 0,46
0,26 328 0,32
0,23
Number of times visited
130 3,75
11,77 316 0,50
2,94
Visited by inspector
134 0,76
0,43 335 0,23
0,42
Age of the firm (years)
133 15,31 17,21 333 10,72 10,59
Number of workers
134 5,13
3,74 335 2,43
2,42
Number of paid workers
134 4,13
3,65 332 1,57
2,32
Zero paid workers
134 0,14
0,35 335 0,43
0,50
One to four paid workers
134 0,45
0,50 335 0,45
0,50
Five or more paid workers
134 0,41
0,49 335 0,11
0,31
Log capital stock
112 9,92
1,60 306 8,53
2,21
Log monthly profits
112 7,29
1,05 304 6,64
1,06
Log sales in February 2007
95 9,09
1,37 248 7,69
1,35
No accountability
134 0,07
0,26 335 0,36
0,48
Market is an obstacle
134 0,64
0,48 335 0,73
0,44
% sales to large clients
134 0,07
0,20 335 0,02
0,11
Same activity expected in 5 years 134 0,69
0,47 335 0,61
0,49
Workers expected in 5 years
117 7,05
16,20 298 3,47
13,28
Invested in capital
134 0,53
0,50 335 0,29
0,46
Got a credit
134 0,40
0,49 335 0,30
0,46
Get a credit is an obstacle
134 0,62
0,49 335 0,67
0,47
No formality is an obstacle index 134 -0,20
1,08 335 0,08
0,96
No contract enforcement is an 134 0,26
0,44 335 0,25
0,44
obstacle
Corruption is an obstacle
No qualified workers is an obstacle
Quality of infrastructure is an
obstacle
Taxes are an obstacle to business
Labor legislation is a problem
Economic instability is probl
Monopoly of suppliers is an obstacle

Ho:equal mean
t-stat p-value
2,02
0,044
-1,70
0,090
-1,18
0,237
1,75
0,081
-4,87
0,000
-1,88
0,061
-3,24
0,001
2,27
0,024
1,00
0,316
-2,17
0,031
3,05
0,002
-1,29
0,197
2,71
0,007
5,90
0,000
-4,35
0,000
-5,57
0,000
-4,59
0,000
-12,39 0,000
-3,49
0,001
-9,27
0,000
-9,04
0,000
6,14
0,000
0,12
0,907
-7,97
0,000
-6,06
0,000
-5,59
0,000
-8,56
0,000
6,46
0,000
2,00
0,047
-3,50
0,001
-1,63
0,103
-2,32
0,021
-4,95
0,000
-2,25
0,025
1,08
0,283
2,79
0,005
-0,17
0,867

134 0,61
134 0,52

0,49
0,50

335 0,72
335 0,33

0,45
0,47

2,21
-3,96

0,028
0,000

134 0,20

0,40

335 0,29

0,45

1,96

0,051

134
134
134
134

0,49
0,45
0,43
0,50

335
335
335
335

0,50
0,39
0,43
0,50

-3,24
-2,03
-0,20
-0,38

0,001
0,043
0,839
0,704

0,61
0,28
0,76
0,54
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0,45
0,19
0,75
0,53
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Table 1: Table 2A: Characteristics over the distribution of the propensity score
VARIABLES Pr40 Pr50 Pr70 Pr80 Pr90 Pr100 Base Pr≥0.7 Pr<0.7 Pr≥0.8
Self efficacy
-0.20 -0.51 -0.47 0.51
0.41
1.03** 0.05
1.12*** -0.16
1.17***
(0.425) (0.453) (0.439) (0.434) (0.432) (0.405) (0.315) (0.262) (0.107) (0.294)
Paid workers
0.45
-0.11 1.19* 1.84*** 2.97*** 4.32*** 1.53*** 3.97*** 1.81*** 3.81***
(0.544) (0.385) (0.644) (0.486) (0.586) (0.652) (0.284) (0.522) (0.140) (0.664)
Log capital
-0.42 0.05
0.60* 0.50
1.16*** 1.67*** 8.93*** 1.98*** 8.62*** 1.94***
(0.352) (0.364) (0.339) (0.314) (0.319) (0.279) (0.222) (0.193) (0.119) (0.216)
Log Sales
-0.22 -0.01 0.03
0.47
0.83*** 1.60*** 7.94*** 1.80*** 7.79*** 1.64***
(0.356) (0.281) (0.309) (0.320) (0.303) (0.277) (0.206) (0.186) (0.085) (0.224)
% sales large cl
0.02
-0.02 -0.01 0.02
-0.01 0.07* 0.02
0.06** 0.02*** 0.08*
(0.034) (0.019) (0.020) (0.033) (0.020) (0.040) (0.019) (0.031) (0.006) (0.040)
Prob Qual workers 0.20** 0.03
0.17* 0.34*** 0.26** 0.58*** 0.18*** 0.40*** 0.36*** 0.42***
(0.101) (0.092) (0.101) (0.104) (0.104) (0.095) (0.064) (0.069) (0.026) (0.076)
Prob Taxes
0.20* -0.00 0.20* 0.13
0.05
0.37*** 0.39*** 0.28*** 0.48*** 0.24***
(0.113) (0.114) (0.113) (0.115) (0.115) (0.106) (0.080) (0.070) (0.027) (0.082)
Prob Lab Legisl
0.12
0.08
0.05
0.05
-0.03 0.18* 0.16*** 0.06
0.22*** 0.14*
(0.094) (0.092) (0.089) (0.090) (0.082) (0.098) (0.060) (0.071) (0.023) (0.087)
Prob economy
0.01
-0.05 0.08
0.00
-0.03 0.08
0.76*** 0.07
0.75*** 0.10
(0.098) (0.102) (0.091) (0.099) (0.101) (0.092) (0.070) (0.062) (0.024) (0.067)
prob corruption
-0.04 -0.13 0.06
-0.03 -0.11 -0.18* 0.74*** -0.21*** 0.72*** -0.13
(0.104) (0.108) (0.098) (0.104) (0.107) (0.109) (0.072) (0.079) (0.024) (0.090)
Prob Market
0.03
-0.05 -0.02 0.03
0.16
-0.13 0.68*** -0.16** 0.74*** -0.19**
(0.106) (0.110) (0.108) (0.107) (0.097) (0.112) (0.076) (0.078) (0.024) (0.090)
Prob suppliers
-0.22** -0.11 -0.17 -0.11 -0.08 0.03
0.63*** 0.13*
0.54*** 0.09
(0.113) (0.114) (0.113) (0.114) (0.114) (0.111) (0.079) (0.076) (0.027) (0.088)
Pr<0.8
-0.13
(0.105)
1.95***
(0.143)
8.68***
(0.117)
7.85***
(0.085)
0.02***
(0.006)
0.37***
(0.026)
0.49***
(0.027)
0.22***
(0.022)
0.75***
(0.023)
0.71***
(0.024)
0.73***
(0.024)
0.55***
(0.027)

Pr≥0.9
1.62***
(0.369)
4.19***
(0.824)
2.02***
(0.220)
1.82***
(0.268)
0.06
(0.042)
0.37***
(0.100)
0.20*
(0.106)
0.02
(0.100)
0.10
(0.083)
-0.16
(0.114)
-0.18
(0.114)
0.10
(0.110)

Pr<0.9
-0.12
(0.102)
2.06***
(0.146)
8.74***
(0.115)
7.90***
(0.084)
0.02***
(0.007)
0.38***
(0.026)
0.50***
(0.026)
0.23***
(0.022)
0.75***
(0.023)
0.71***
(0.024)
0.73***
(0.023)
0.55***
(0.026)
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Table 2: Table 2B: Characteristics over the distribution of the propensity score
VARIABLES Pr40 Pr50 Pr70 Pr80 Pr90 Pr100 Base Pr≥0.7 Pr<0.7 Pr≥0.8
Issue tax rec
0.05
0.03
0.15** 0.13** 0.34*** 0.68*** 0.03
0.60*** 0.09*** 0.59***
(0.051) (0.045) (0.068) (0.065) (0.084) (0.079) (0.026) (0.071) (0.015) (0.082)
Same activ 5 years 0.06
-0.21* 0.06
0.05
-0.03 0.16
0.63*** 0.18*** 0.62*** 0.17**
(0.109) (0.113) (0.109) (0.110) (0.113) (0.104) (0.079) (0.065) (0.027) (0.076)
Workers 5 years
-6.08 -5.83 -3.63 -5.10 -5.46 0.69
8.60
4.97
3.64*** 6.43
(5.945) (5.994) (6.129) (6.088) (5.971) (6.920) (5.904) (3.112) (0.765) (4.086)
Invested K
-0.01 0.05
0.17
0.29*** 0.26** 0.16
0.26*** 0.12
0.33*** 0.06
(0.101) (0.105) (0.108) (0.109) (0.109) (0.109) (0.072) (0.079) (0.026) (0.089)
Got Credit
-0.22** -0.08 -0.09 -0.11 -0.11 -0.05 0.45*** 0.06
0.30*** 0.10
(0.107) (0.114) (0.113) (0.113) (0.113) (0.115) (0.082) (0.076) (0.025) (0.089)
Prob access Credit 0.09
-0.03 0.14
0.03
-0.08 0.08
0.63*** 0.03
0.66*** 0.00
(0.108) (0.113) (0.105) (0.111) (0.114) (0.109) (0.079) (0.074) (0.026) (0.086)
Prob contracts
0.02
-0.05 0.07
0.05
0.03
0.05
0.26*** -0.02
0.28*** 0.02
(0.103) (0.099) (0.105) (0.105) (0.104) (0.105) (0.072) (0.071) (0.025) (0.084)
Av Tax rate inspect -0.05
-0.03 -0.03 -0.02 0.03
0.08** 0.37*** 0.11*** 0.33*** 0.14***
(0.037) (0.039) (0.036) (0.036) (0.033) (0.033) (0.027) (0.019) (0.009) (0.021)
Local Tax rate
-0.03 0.01
0.05
0.17*** 0.15*** 0.23*** 0.31*** 0.22*** 0.33*** 0.24***
(0.054) (0.049) (0.042) (0.053) (0.052) (0.053) (0.033) (0.040) (0.013) (0.045)
Times visited
0.74
0.19
0.36
1.84
0.89** 7.66** 0.45** 6.27** 0.82*** 8.30**
(0.974) (0.274) (0.292) (1.333) (0.398) (3.497) (0.222) (2.920) (0.200) (3.978)
Visited yes
-0.03 0.18* 0.28*** 0.24** 0.32*** 0.66*** 0.21*** 0.51*** 0.32*** 0.58***
(0.091) (0.105) (0.105) (0.106) (0.106) (0.087) (0.067) (0.063) (0.025) (0.056)
Pr<0.8
0.11***
(0.016)
0.62***
(0.026)
3.67***
(0.742)
0.33***
(0.025)
0.30***
(0.024)
0.66***
(0.025)
0.28***
(0.024)
0.33***
(0.009)
0.34***
(0.013)
0.86***
(0.194)
0.33***
(0.025)

Pr≥0.9
0.68***
(0.091)
0.17*
(0.093)
4.21
(4.572)
0.17
(0.115)
0.15
(0.114)
0.14
(0.093)
0.02
(0.105)
0.13***
(0.023)
0.28***
(0.053)
12.84**
(6.255)
0.61***
(0.055)

Pr<0.9
0.12***
(0.017)
0.63***
(0.025)
4.01***
(0.770)
0.33***
(0.025)
0.30***
(0.024)
0.66***
(0.025)
0.28***
(0.024)
0.33***
(0.009)
0.34***
(0.012)
0.89***
(0.188)
0.34***
(0.025)

Table 3A: Market
Market Probls
IV
IV
IVProbit
NIT
0.47
0.22
1.54
(0.303) (0.306) (1.776)
Log sales Feb -0.06**
-0.21***
(0.029)
(0.080)
Sales large cl
-0.03
(0.102)
All controls
Yes
Yes
Yes

mechanisms
Larger
IVProbit IV
0.66
0.14
(1.027)
(0.145)
0.00
(0.012)
-0.12
(0.326)
Yes
Yes

clients
ML
0.14***
(0.046)
0.01
(0.008)

Yes

Table 3B: Effect of NIT on enforcement
Local tax r Average tax r times visited
NIT
0.66***
-0.03
2.50*
(0.212)
(0.030)
(1.490)
lnvtasfeb
-0.04*
-0.00
-0.52
(0.022)
(0.004)
(0.371)
All controls
yes
yes
yes
NIT
0.66***
-0.03
2.51*
(0.210)
(0.030)
(1.490)
sellmedianoson 0.03
0.01
-0.67
(0.079)
(0.015)
(1.461)
All controls
yes
yes
yes
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Log sales Feb
IV
ML
1.29** 0.85**
(0.592) (0.414)

0.35*
(0.203)
Yes

visited
0.64**
(0.259)
-0.03
(0.028)
yes
2.07***
(0.716)
-0.05
(0.339)
yes

0.36
(0.222)
Yes

